PRESS RELEASE

MERSEN IS NAMED “ROOKIE OF THE YEAR” BY IMELCO,
THE WORLD’S LEADING COOPERATION OF INDEPENDENT ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS

PARIS, OCTOBER 13, 2020 – Mersen (Euronext FR0000039620 – MRN), a global expert in electrical
power and advanced materials, has been named “Rookie of the year” at the 2020 Supplier Awards from
IMELCO, the world’s largest cooperation of independent electrical wholesalers.
An official partner of IMELCO since March 2019, Mersen won in the Commercial Policy and Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) categories in recognition of its collaboration and support.
“We are delighted to have won this award which recognizes our mutual efforts and the confidence that
IMELCO and its members have in Mersen” – said Gilles Boisseau, Group Vice President - Electrical
Power. “It comes at the end of the first year of our strategic partnership and its unprecedented economic
backdrop, and reflects the determination of Mersen and IMELCO’s member companies to strengthen
their collaboration over the long term and on a global scale.”
Established more than 25 years ago, IMELCO’s goal is to bring associated wholesalers and partner
suppliers from 22 countries around the world to the business table. Each year, it conducts a global
survey among its associated members at local and national levels to evaluate the performance of all
strategic manufacturers and partners and the quality of their support.

ABOUT MERSEN
A global expert in electrical power and advanced materials, Mersen designs innovative solutions to
address its clients’ specific needs to enable them to optimize their manufacturing performance in
sectors such as energy, electronics, transportation, chemicals & pharmaceuticals and process
industries.
Mersen, with its 6,800 employees working across 35 countries, recorded sales of €950 million in 2019.
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